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Several authors have reported experiments on the storage of surface acoustlc
fn these
wave slgnals wlth a coupled semlconductor-piezoelectrlc
"otlro1rr"".f'4
experiments, the storage of the surface wave signals has been achleved by applying
a burst of an electric pulse (rf or dc) to the semi-cond.uctor electrode when the
We describe
surfaee wave propagates Just under the semlconductor surface.
here a new method for storing surface wave slgnals in the semiconductor. surface
by uslng a short I1ght pulse from a GaAs laser diode.
Experiments are performed by ernploying an ordinary slllcon-lithlum

niobate

convolver, ln which surface lraves propagati-ng on the piezoelectric can efficiently
coupl-e with carriers in the surface of the semiconductor. When the semiconductor
surface is depleted, illumlnatlon by light to the surface generates excess charges
in the depletion layer, and part of thqse charges are sent into trapping centers
at the semiconductor surface under the lnfluence of electric fields due to the
surface waves.

If the duration of the light pulse is much shorter than the

tlme period of the surface wave, phase and amplitude of the surface wave can be
stored 1n the surface trapping centers as a charge gratlng whose spacing is the
same

As the semiconductor surface 1s

as the wave length of the surface wave.

I

deeply depleted, the decay tlme constant

of charges trapped 1n bhe surface state

dc Bias

ls expected to be of the order of 10 or"""?
The stored signals can be read-out at the

semiconductor electrode as a correlation

F
Input

signal between the stored signal and the

Electrode

readlng surface wave whi-ch ls sent to the
delay llne after the wri-te-in process.
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Experlments were carried out usi-ng

outPut

LiNbo3

ls about 100 Jl-cm, Transducer

placed on the YZ-L1NbO. with an airgap
o

of 2000 A as shown 1n Fig. 1.
wrlte-in,
dBm) was

45

MHz
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surface wave (power;
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sent to the delay llne and a shot

of 1lght pulse wlth the duratlon of

500

-L75-

Fig. I

Experimental configuration

psec from a GaAs dlode laser was applled to the
semiconductor surface through the seml-transparent

electrode on the back surface of the LlNbOr.
The peak power of the laser output was about

1

watt.

After thl-s process, another surface wave
with the same frequency as used 1n the write-ln
process was sent and the correlatlon signal wlth
the stored signal was obtained at the semicond.uctor electrode. fn both processes, a dc blas

(a)

voltage of about +1.2 kV was applied to the semlconductor in order to deplete the semiconductor
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the corresurface.4

lation signals read-out after 0.1 msec and 1.0
msec, respectively.
The fluctuation of the
output signal levels which 1s seen 1n the figure
is attributed to the fluctuatlon of the laser
output.

As shown 1n Fig. J, the decay time of

(b)

stored signals was of the order of milllseconds, Fig.
which indicates that the surface state at the 51SiO^
interface
Z-O{

acts as the
2
-.-our case.
storage center- in
In conclusion, we have
demonstrated a new surface
wave memory-correlator uslng

diode.
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Correlatlon signals
read out after 0.1 msec
(a) and I msec (u).
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Thls method g ,2
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has abiltty to store large
rd
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1.0
band wldth signals, whlch
&
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Time
msec
)
would allow us to realize
memory devices for various
Flg. 3 Stored signal amplitude vs. time.
slgnals such as FM chlrps.
Our future intent'ion-l-s to work wlth devlces wlth longer storage tlme.
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